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‘Head’lines (Miss Lisa Roberts, Headteacher)
Welcome back everyone. I hope you all had a good Easter break and enjoyed plenty of walks and
lots of chocolate!
The children have quickly settled back into routine this week and are working hard across the
curriculum; demonstrating that they are really taking on board the consolidation and plugging of gaps
that was started at the end of last term. Teachers will continue doing this throughout the summer term
using the spring assessment outcomes to prioritise the coverage of Maths and English objectives, in
particular.
Children remain in their class bubbles, however, as restrictions lift slowly across the UK, we will begin to
mix bubbles, starting with playtimes and lunchtimes. We will let you know when this happens but, for
now, the same Covid protection measures remain in place across the school, both inside and on the
playground and field.
This week, some of our Year 6 pupils and myself had the privilege of being involved in the recruitment
process for the role of ‘vicar’ at St Leonard’s. The children were told they could ask the candidates
anything they liked! We met the day before so the children could brainstorm some questions. Below are
just some that the children came up with (and asked) without any input from myself:







Given the pandemic and the impact it has had on the way churches are led and services are run,
how do you feel about working online? Do you have the necessary IT skills to do this?
Why do you want the job of ‘vicar’? And, why St Leonard’s?
Do you know any hymns off by heart? Please sing one for us.
How many books of the Bible do you know? What will your teachings include?
How would you ensure the church is inclusive and a safe place for everyone, whatever their
background or identity?
How do you respond to distractions during a service, for example, a baby screaming or a fire
alarm sounding?

The children did fantastically well and many displayed natural interviewing skills. It was a great
experience for everyone involved.
“I enjoyed questioning the candidate and enjoyed watching him sing his favourite hymn in an
embarrassed way” (Oliver)
“I really liked the freedom in being able to question an adult. I liked the way the candidate we
interviewed was nervous. I felt they should have been because we need the best for our church.” (Evie)
“It was really exciting. It was good to have the experience of interviewing because in the future we will
have to do this kind of thing when we apply for jobs.” (Abigail)
“I liked that they gave clear answers with no hesitation.” (Lyndon)
I have been told that one of the candidates has been appointed as the new vicar of St Leonard’s Church
and that it will be announced on Sunday. Great news!
Have a great weekend – some of you may be planning to do some shopping or enjoy a pub or
restaurant garden…whatever you do, stay safe and have fun 

Class Photographs
Class photographs will take place on Tuesday 27th April.
Please ensure children are smartly dressed and in correct school uniform.

Year 6
This week in Science, linked to our 'Light' unit, the children created periscopes. They had to
make their own mirrors using card and tin foil (flattening the tiny foil until it was as shiny as
possible), then they followed instructions to create their periscope 'shell' out of a cardboard
box.
The children found that although their homemade mirrors were effective at reflecting light, the
quality of the mirror wasn't clear enough to see objects. They then used some school safety
mirrors in the periscopes, which were much clearer, and explored what they could see around
the school grounds. They even used them to spy on some classes...!

Year 5
We have started the Anglo-Saxon legend, Beowulf, in Year 5 this week and to begin our
learning we did some drama games to help us familiarise ourselves with the characters and
the pronunciation of their names. We then listened to the story and mimed actions to help us
create our own story maps. The character of Grendel was particularly fun to act out and this
has helped us to think about his point of view ready for our writing next week.

Year 4
During our first week of the summer term, we have made a start to several new topics. We
have reviewed what we know about the Romans, started exploring examples of written
explanations and created some fabulous artwork based on Roman artefacts. We have worked
on place value in Maths and, in PE, we worked together in teams to make up our own games
based on a limited range of equipment and a given game objective.

Year 2
We have been learning about positional and direction vocabulary. We started the lesson by
testing our knowledge of left, right, up and down by following some dances.
After that, we learnt that instead of using the terms left and right when giving directions we
often use clockwise, anti-clockwise, and quarter, half, three quarter and whole turns. Then we
went outside and worked in groups to direct each other to markings on the playground. We
started by directing our teammates to the circles on the playground, then we added some lines
that we couldn’t cross and tiny squares that would give us bonus points.

Move forward
two small steps

Quarter turn
clockwise

Three quarter
turn clockwise

Year 3
This week in outdoor learning, we became architects, and using stones and pieces of wood
from the school grounds, we created cairns (a manmade pile of stones). We had to work very
carefully to make sure that the rocks were balanced. Here are some of our attempts.

On Wednesday, Year 3 received a letter from a Dr Robert Mason asking us to become
archaeologists for the afternoon. Using brushes, we had to unearth different artefacts very
carefully from the Stone Age that were buried in sand. We found pieces of animal fur,
jewellery, tools, weapons and some examples of cave paintings. We then discussed what the
different artefacts were and what we could learn about the Stone Age from them.

Then we were given some Stone Age 'poo'! We had to dissect the poo to see if we could work
out what kind of food they would have eaten. We found lots of different seeds and discussed
how they were omnivores meaning they ate fruit, vegetables and meat.

Year 1
This week in Art, we drew a butterfly with patterns that looked like stained glass windows! First,
we drew the butterfly shape and then we drew some patterns inside. To make the patterns, we
had to draw lots of different shapes and then coloured each shape a different colour with oil
pastels. Finally, we painted the edges of the butterfly with black paint and with a black pen, we
drew over the lines to make them stand out! We had a very fun lesson with EmmyLou.
By Emily and Roxy

Early Years
Early Years children welcomed new friends this week, and we all focused on friendship and
how to work together and be happy with our friends. Older children drew and wrote about who
their special friends were and younger children sang name songs and counted friends too!

Just before the Easter Holidays the adults in Early
Years noticed that some leaves had mysteriously
appeared on top of a carrier bag containing old
towels, just outside the external door. After the
holidays, when Mrs Hardie opened the back door, a
robin flew out of the bag! There is a nest with four
small eggs in the bag. On Tuesday, mummy robin
came into the classroom at lunchtime (don’t worry,
she found her way out again)! We will wait to see if
any cheeping noises come from the bag over the
next few weeks!
The following children celebrated their birthdays this week and over the Easter
holidays:
Oscar T, Aliza, Anas, Otti PK, Henry LH, Scarlet, Chloe S

Phenomenal Phonics awards
Year 2: Kai
Year 1: Elsbeth
Early Years: Hadley

Star Writer awards
Early Years: Aras
Year 2: Mollie-Mae
Year 3: Amy

Year 4: Lily
Year 5: Megan
Year 6: Simian

REPS Certificates (Respect, Equality, Perseverance, Self-belief)
Being really kind to her new friends in Early Years and making them laugh! Stephanie
Believing in herself, working hard and achieving so much: Olivia S
Working brilliantly in a pair to find features of a non-chronological report: David & Henry
Demonstrating all the school values this week in class: Marius
Showing perseverance and self-belief in her maths learning: Ottie
Always showing such dedication and perseverance with her learning tasks: Smallone
Always being respectful towards others and considering the points of view of everybody: Evie

Certificates of Merit
Early Years (Nursery) Superstar Award for starting Nursery so confidently: Hope
Showing the most amazing attitude and perseverance to all his work: Harry
Incredible knowledge about time in maths: Albie
Fantastic work in maths: Charlie H
Being inquisitive this week in history during our Stone Age archaeological dig and 'poo'
excavation: Indiah
Excellent mental calculating in maths when working on a sequence: Leila
Being so engaged with her learning and putting in so much effort: Erin
Following instructions carefully in science with excellent results! Sophie D

Sporting Certificates
Brilliant running for the Daily Mile: Matty
Putting 100% effort in her daily mile this week: Hannah
Showing fantastic climbing skills in PE this week: Mason
Enthusiasm in learning golf in PE; you listened carefully and had good success at putting: Abi
Fabulous technique used to throw a javelin a long distance: Adam A
Brilliant tennis skills in Mr Sinclair’s lesson: Toby
Showing excellent skills in tennis this week and working well with her partner: Sorcha

